ANSS Subject and Bibliographic Access Committee
Minutes
ALA – Midwinter, Seattle, WA, January 2013

Saturday, Jan. 26, 2013, 10:30 AM, Westin Seattle, Whidbey Room

Attendance: Fred Hay, Wade Kotter (co-Chair), Carolyn McCallum (co-Chair), Isabel del Carmen Quintana

Visitors: Anastasia Bower, Aubrey Maynard, Wayne Sanders, Bob Talbot, Janis Young

1. Introductions were made and a sign-in sheet was distributed.

2. The following schedule was established for upcoming cataloging Q&As:
   b. March 2013 – Isabel – RDA bib implementation, or Subject Headings of the form “Psychology & …”
   c. April 2013 – Carolyn – FRAD & FRSAD (FRBR authority records)
   d. May 2013 – Isabel – RDA bib implementation, or Subject Headings of the form “Psychology and …”
   e. June 2013 – Fred – Ethnomusicology

3. After brief discussion, the committee decided to add bylines to the cataloging Q&As going forward and to add bylines to previously published Q&As at the author’s request.

4. Isabel will check with Lars to see if he has time to continue producing the monthly lists of new subject headings. If not, we will need another committee member to volunteer to produce these.

5. A few ideas for helping the greater ANSS community with cataloging issues were discussed, including posting announcements on Facebook and Twitter when new Q&As are available on the ANSS website. Following the meeting Wade learned from Erin Gratzi that announcements are already being made on Facebook and Twitter when new items are posted on the website. Isabel mentioned that she will be creating CONSER level record for the ANSS Web to increase its visibility.

6. Brief mention was made of the issue of how uniform titles will change under RDA; this is a potential topic for a future Q&A

7. The Committee decided to hold a face-to-face meeting at ALA Annual 2013 in Chicago.

8. Meeting adjourned at 11:15 am.

Minutes recorded by Wade Kotter.